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Art Gone Viral

In September 1915, the Green Bay Art Club held its first
public art exhibit in the children’s room of the Kellogg
Public Library (125 S. Jefferson St.). This exhibit laid the
foundation for a permanent museum in the library in
1917, which became the Neville Public Museum. Ever
since then, Colony artists have held an annual art exhibit
at the Neville.
For more than a century, hundreds of women artists have
been part of the Green Bay Art Colony. These women
continue to inspire each other, educate the public,
encourage new artists and give scholarships to art
students. Styles and club rules may have changed, but the
dream to keep art and culture part of the community
remains the same.
This past year has been particularly challenging for
everyone due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Therefore, the
theme for this year’s exhibition is Art Gone Viral. A total
of 36 artworks from 25 artists were juried in by Elizabeth
Meissner-Gigstead, Executive Director at the Miller Art
Museum in Sturgeon Bay. These works are reflective of
the personal expressions of overcoming difficulty, while
remining optimistic for a post-pandemic world.

Juror Statement:
Elizabeth Meissner-Gigstead
I’d like to acknowledge and extend my appreciation to the
Neville Public Museum for their partnership with the
Green Bay Art Colony in presenting this annual
exhibition. Despite the devastation of 2020, we can all
hope for recovery and a thriving, healthy cultural sector to
emerge in the years ahead. How fortunate we are in this
moment to have this vital cultural resource and the vibrant
network of artists comprising the GBAC, to celebrate! I
enjoyed the challenge of serving as a juror and seeing the
range of work created by what is clearly a diverse and
dynamic group of women. Thank you—I was honored to
be selected to serve in this capacity for Art Gone Viral.
My approach to selecting work always begins with
assessment of technique and how that is evident in the
images, resulting with an initial selection of works that
exhibit the highest level of craftsmanship. This technical
approach, along with subject and composition are
contributing factors as is, ultimately, subjectivity. The final
selections are a combination of all of these factors and
the result of careful evaluation—one that has been
molded by two decades of being immersed in the arts
professionally and my aesthetic discernment that has
developed with consideration to the above criteria.

I extend sincere thanks to the Green Bay Art Colony for
the opportunity, again, and to all artists for sharing your
artistic voice—the exhibit is a diverse and striking
collection of personal narratives and one I’m hopeful will
captivate all who view it!

Tami Bethel

Heidi Watercolor
(17” x 13”)

My Best Friend
Watercolor
(17” x 13”)

Heidi was our daughter, Tanya's third little girl. She was a
very sensitive and creative child. In this little painting, I
tried to capture her pensive, quiet side and her huge blue
eyes. As her sister Alisha said, "Heidi you didn't talk for a
long time and now we can't shut you up!" Heidi loved to
sing. She had a deep voice for a little girl and loved to belt
out Madonna songs. Heidi, Alisha, and Shawna spent
hours making up games in our gardens; riding bikes,
playing house and tea party, and in general enjoying each
others company. A drunk Semi-drive took Heidi (7), her
sister, Alisha (12) and their father Rod (36) from us 18
years ago. Looking at their dear faces as I paint them
brings back wonderful memories of a happy, innocent
time when we were blessed to not know what was coming
in the future.
I chose this photo of my husband taken in a forest in
Switzerland as my inspiration, because it shows him in his
element. Joe enjoys being outside, hiking, long distance
biking, kayaking, sailing, and exploring the wonders of
nature here and abroad.

Helen Carpiaux
You Give Me Fever
Bronze Sculpture
(7.5” x 7.5” x 5”)

This bronze piece explores the motion and flicker of a
burning flame. Not unlike the heated emotions, and ever
changing feelings and physical symptoms caused by the
current pandemic. We as a country have experienced so
much in the past year, it is no wonder we feel a bit feverish
or hot headed!
Encountering my world through art has been my lifelong
interest. As a child, I’d pass the time hovered over
sketchpads and canvases. Later, I attended college for a
Bachelor of Fine Arts degree, which led to my established
career as an artist in the advertising industry. All the while,
I’ve been inspired by my surroundings, creating things and
exploring new materials. Through this exploration, I’ve
found stone and wood to be my favorite media, making
three-dimensionality my focus. The sculptures I create are
inspired by nature and the amazing world that surrounds
us. Exploring and interpreting the movement and shape
of creatures and plant-life in an abstracted and simplified
manner drives much of my work.

Amy Eliason
Hope Blooms
Oil on Canvas
(10” x 8”)

Sugar Shack
Oil on Canvas
(12” x 9”)
My Inspiration for “Hope Blooms” was the beautiful
yellow trout lilies that grow wild early each spring on the
hill behind my home. The abstract leaf patterns in soft
green and plum colors combined with the bright yellow
petals with violet accents were a refreshing change of
scenery from the tired winter greys. I painted this sign of
hope in early March, at the beginning of the coronavirus
pandemic.
This sugar shack is a retired sauna from days gone by. It is
currently my grandchildren's "secret fort, no grown-ups
allowed". We have happy, fun visits with giggles and
outdoor adventures. Their shack is filled with butterfly
nets, a flashlight, a compass, a bucket, and many items for
exploring.

Laura Fisher-Bonvallet

Polarized

Treasure

Mixed Media
Fiber Wearable
(21.5” x 14” x 14”)
(70” x 18” x 18”)
Our society has become so deeply divided into extremes that has
prevented many from coming together for the common good.
These two scarves represent opposites: black or white, good or
evil, mask or no mask. These disparate materials come together
to create a beautiful middle ground…gray. When will mankind
realize that through compromise and cooperation, we can come
together to benefit all without losing our individual strengths?
Inspiration for Treasure comes from a treasure unearthed in our
woods by my Irish Setter who proudly presented it to me.
Research revealed that it was a deer femur, chewed on by small
mammals for the calcium. Loving the texture and shape, I saw
the possibilities of this becoming the torso of a ballerina that
would represent the beauty, strength, and magnificence of nature
and the human body. My mind’s eye saw the gracefulness of the
deer bounding through the forest, the impressive wild turkeys on
full display, the beauty of a sleek, deep mahogany coated Irish
Setter on point on the prairie while hunting pheasants, the
silkworm creating her amazing threads that became the silk
fabric, and the athleticism, strength, and grace required of the
human body in dance.

Barbi Gossen
Disappearing:
Meadowlark
Vitreous Enamel
on Copper
(6.5” x 6.5” x 5”)

Ephemeral Pond: Least Flycatcher
Vitreous Enamel
on Copper
(5” x 5” x 7”)

Disappearing: Meadowlark is vitreous enamel on copper. I
used the enamel in layers to lovingly depict one of
Wisconsin's beloved, native birds as it disappears from our
landscape. As our environment, grasslands, farmlands,
fauna, and habitat change, we are beginning to lose animal
members. I used the layers glass to blend the bird into the
surroundings and fade it from view.
Ephemeral Pond: Least Flycatcher is one in a series drawing
importance to ephemeral ponds and the wildlife they
support. It is formed entirely of copper, and mostly
covered in vitreous enamel. Copper raised into a bowl
symbolizes the muddy pools of water that give so much
life to ecosystems around our state. It is layered in enamel,
left in its glossy state, to show and hide insect larva and
water creatures.

Marian Hampton

COVID-19 Gone Viral
Art Quilt
(13” x 40”)

I’ve wanted to make a quilt using doors as a theme, so I
decided to make the doors showing how the Corona
virus has changed our world using the dates that will stick
in our minds for years to come.

Mary Ann Huguet

2020 Flag Composition
Paper Collage
(30” x 25.5”)

Flags are recurring themes in my artwork. This piece
echoes the solid block colors of Piet Mondrian and is my
interpretation of events occurring in our country
currently.

Naomi Moes-Jenkins

Judgement
Mixed Media
(31” x 61” x 17”)

White Hare
Mixed Media
(15” x 13” x 12”)

Judgement is a symbolic sculpture of the heavenly
weighing of evil vs. good in mankind. An angel of
judgement is weighing two human hearts, one evil and
one good. Deciding their final fate in the afterlife.

White Hare captures the restful moment of a nervous
animal, much like many humans of today, this mixed
media sculpture is made with concrete, resin, paper, and
metal.

FEM FATAL Collaboration
Naomi Jenkins & Shanna Koltz

Shamrock Orb Weaver
Mixed Media
(22” x 21” x 7”)

The garden orb weaver is a nocturnal spider that captures
insects in her nest at night. How fitting that she should
have a human woman adorned with insects of her own on
her abdomen!

Karen Kjell

Alone: Hope Series
Ceramic
(9” x 12” x 2”)

Grieving: Hope Series
Stoneware Ceramic
(19” x 17” x 2”)

Alone and Grieving are part of my “Hope Series.” This
series shows introspective faces. Yet, on each piece there
is a small white circle. Hope. Even in dark times, there is
still hope.

Shanna Koltz

She Is Queen

You Give Me Butterflies

Modified Digital
Photography
(24” x 36”)

Modified Digital
Photography
(16” x 24”)

She Is Queen was created by first doing a stylized
photoshoot of a model. Then (while editing) I merged the
image with one of my ink painting and other photos (all
that I created). I then digitally warped and manipulated the
subject creating the image you see here. This is printed on
metal and is made to withstand the elements. It can be
displayed inside or outside.
You Give Me Butterflies is a play on crazy love....when your
tummy is all a flutter. Sometimes those butterflies can take
over. I created this by first photographing a subject and
then putting the images together digitally in Photoshop
(using other images that I have also photographed). I come
up with the image I want to create before shooting for the
image. This is printed on metal and is able to withstand
the elements. It can be displayed inside or outside.

Daniela Kouzov

Ripples
Stoneware & Glaze
(22.5”x 29” x 5”)

Forward
Stoneware & Glaze
(13”x 15.75” x 6”)

Ripples series were created during the quarantine. The
inspiration comes from the realization that our power
grows when we stay united. Just like all the small ripples
working together over time can move the bolder, we too
can overcome difficulties when we do it together.
Forward series were created during the quarantine. The
series represents the internal struggle I experienced to
stay positive and look forward. The form is very dynamic,
expressing the emotions most of us went through and yet
I find this piece very positive with most of the changes in
form and shape pointing up.

Molly LeGreve-Karjala

Doing The Two-Step
Mixed Media
(25” x 30”)

Sandy Melroy

Change Happens
Painted Silk and
Embellished Textile
(24” x 61” x 18”)

In life, as in Nature, change happens. Strength to sustain
comes from our roots and faith, firmly established and
ever reaching for growth. Resilience is evidenced by our
outward expressions and our inner attitude as a response
to change. This Wearable Art Tree incorporates over 200
hand painted silk leaves, handstitched onto a lined capelet.
The skirt features the strongest parts of the tree, the roots,
trunk, and branches. This original clothing design
celebrates Nature as our guide through ever changing
times.

Nancy Pierce

The Rhythm of Winter
Photography
(30” x 18”)

The peace and tranquility of this scene drew me in. I
find that when I focus on this kind of simple beauty I
am able to feel renewed and inspired even during "such
a time as this."

Marian Puckett

Turtle Snake Teapot
Ceramic
(22” x 11” x 3”)

I'm always inspired by the diversity in our environment
and I love to incorporate different facets of nature into
3D artwork. Also, I see the love of minute details
evident in leaves, mosses, bugs, animals, flowers, etc.,
appreciated by my grandchildren. Hopefully, care for
the environment will go viral.

Linda Rauscher

Cute Little Calico
Oil on Canvas
(15” x 19”)

This little kitten was abandoned and was found by my
daughter. She was unable to keep it but found it a good
home.

Jann Schonke

Wonder
Watercolor
(22” x 26”)

I was inspired to paint my great-granddaughter out at the
Green Bay Botanical Garden butterfly exhibit. She just
loved to go out to visit so she could walk through the
exhibition.

Deile Smith

Pieces Become A Piece
Ceramic
(30” x 30” x 3”)

One piece created as a part of a series reflecting on how
each part of our lives are made of many facets. Each
unique and often meaningless without the whole, much
like a puzzle is meaningless with “just one piece.”
The pandemic reduced our lives, causing us to
compartmentalize into pieces, in some ways, the longer in
isolation the least relevant the pieces become to one
another and the “piece” has to stand on its own.

Barb Teerlinck

Serenity
Watercolor
(20”x 24”)

Nothing heightens the senses and nourishes the soul like
traveling deep into the woods. Surrounded by the
hushed beauty of a recent snowfall, the filtered light and
textures of a grove of snow-laden birch envelop the
land with the very spirit of nature. In this watercolor the
warm tones of bark contrasting the somber, grey sky
and winter shadows create a gentle, delicate mood. It is
impossible to feel lonely as the calming sounds of
silence in the forest depths wash over your soul.

Cynthia Tumpach

Nature’s Wildflowers
Oil on Canvas
(12” x 16”)

With COVID-19 and social distancing rules, artists don't
have a problem finding something to do that's fun and
safe. I love to spend my free time going outdoors to
plein air paint. As an oil painter, I set up my easel to
capture on canvas one of the things I love, - a field of
wildflowers. What a relaxing and fun morning to
accomplish this goal.

Mary Jane Van Sistine

Budding Artist II
Photography
(14” x 11”)

Art opens our eyes to the beauty in the world around us!
I see wonder in my three-year-old great-granddaughter's
face as she paints. This is hope for a future of art and
beauty in her lifetime ahead!

Carol Weinhauer

Sunflowers
Watercolor
(23” x 28”)

This has been a crazy year living through a pandemic. I
had a hard time motivating myself to paint. I needed
something happy to happen, so I painted sunflowers as
I thought the sunflowers were a happy thing. This is a
watercolor painting.

Karen Wieske

Summer Farm Kitchen
Pastel
(16” x 20”)

Wooden Mammoth
Wood & Plaster
(9” x 10” x 16”)

Winter scene of two buildings at Heritage Hill. The
building in the foreground is the called the Summer
Kitchen and was used for cooking and baking on the
farm..
The mammoth’s body is carved from a single block of
Beechwood and stands on a textured base of live edge
Birch. The tusks are a composite of paper mâché and
plaster.

Lois Wolfe

Eye of the Pandemic
Textile
(33” x 33”)

This design follows the elements of artmaking, using
color, line, shape, texture, space, form and value. The
result draws emphasis to the eye. It is made with
fractured wool felting, embroidery and beading.

Danica Zawieja
All By Myself
Photography
(20” x 24”)

Social Distance
Photography
(20” x 24”)
This view is my inspiration, and my sanity. We have been
in a much more pronounced and extensive Emergency
Order situation on the reservation where I live and the
need to stay isolated meant extended months of isolation
for me. With just my dog Ranger, and this view, I kept my
sanity by chronicling the almost daily change of the forest
and lake around me. I normally shoot a lot of architectural
features, especially when I travel, in black and white, so
this is an homage to how I would normally shoot. This
was a foggy day, about 6 weeks in with zero contact and I
focused as much as possible on the fog and the lone
character on the ice, keeping the tree line black and
undefined as my own live Rorschach. Even though it’s a
bit of desolation, it is also a thank you memorial of the
place that has helped keep me grounded and sane, no
matter the mood. I don’t think I have ever appreciated
sunsets more than I have this last year.

Artworks listed as For Sale
are available for purchase.

Please inquire in the
Gift Shop for a pricelist.

Share your experience
with us!

#NevillePublicMuseum
#ArtAtTheNeville
www.nevillepublicmuseum.org

